
Why Adilas?

PLUS we are API Tracking compatible and compliant!
 

Adilas

All-inclusive Customization Low Prices

The Cannabis Software Solution for ALL of your data needs!
 

Our cloud-based, all-inclusive, ERP system is ready to help you
manage every aspect of your cannabis business, from operations

all the way to financials.
 

It's the "Inception-to-CPA" solution you've been looking for.
Contact us for a FREE demo today!

Full Cannabis ERP
system with FREE 
e-Commerce Site 
already built-in!

720.740.3076
news.adilas.biz/cannabis-solutions
Colorado Based Software Company

Unique interfaces to
match daily workflows
and customized look &
feel to make it your own.

Competitive pricing with
systems starting at
$387/month and 
NO CONTRACTS!

With patient/customer lookup, shopping cart gram controller, inventory
comparison, and LIVE transactional sales reporting.



We typically start at 20 hours of training. This includes
training you and your team on the use of the system

and helping you deploy the system.  These hours never
expire and can be used at your discretion. 

 
 
 

Other Add On's

720-740-3076 news.adilas.biz/cannabis-solutions sales@adilas.biz

Cultivation Solution

Dispensary Solution

Production Solution

Our cultivation software provides a
grow journal for you to track the
different phases of each of your

plants, turning your plant data into
profitable science.

$40/month Metrc or BioTrack API Fee

$150/hour Custom Code/Development

Maintaining and selling your cannabis
products while staying compliant has
never been easier than with our API

connection with LIVE, real-time
reporting.

Build recipes, easily multiply your
yields and keep exact COGS down to
five decimal points using the Adilas

production and manufacturing
functionalities.

-Dispensary-
0 to 50 Transactions per Day 

-Cultivation-
0 to 300 Plants
-Production-

Requires Interview
 

Full Functionality
FREE e-Commerce

All Updates
 1GB Data/File Storage

$5 per GB over

LargeMediumSmall

$387/month $487/month $587/month

-Dispensary-
75 to 250 Transactions per Day

-Cultivation-
350 to 1,500 Plants

-Production-
Requires Interview

 
Full Functionality

FREE e-Commerce
All Updates

3 GB Data/File Storage
$5 per GB over

-Dispensary-
275 to 450 Transactions per Day

-Cultivation-
1,550 to 4,000 Plants

-Production-
Requires Interview

 
Full Functionality

FREE e-Commerce
All Updates

6 GB Data/File Storage
$5 per GB over

Extra Large

$687/month

-Dispensary-
475 to 650 Transactions per Day

-Cultivation-
5,000 to 10,000 Plants

-Production-
Requires Interview

 
Full Functionality

FREE e-Commerce
All Updates

10 GB Data/File Storage
$5 per GB over

Unlimited users. Unlimited stations. No contracts.

ALL-INCLUSIVE  SOFTWARE PRIC ING L IST$500 Activation Fee

$65/Hour Deployment &
Training Fee

Includes set up of the system on one of our servers,
uploading of your logo & watermark, matching the
color scheme, and 1 complimentary hour of set-up

training.
 
 
 
 

$250 Enterprise Sytem Configuration


